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DOUG MCCORKLE Reported By: 
E-Mail: dMcCorkle@MajorTool.com 
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 Problem: 

The profile of the vessel checks -0.414 / +0.537. 
The position of boss "a" on half "a" checks 1.303. 
The position of boss "b" on half "a" checks 1.290. 
The position of boss "c" on half "a" checks 1.233. 
The position of boss "d" on half "a" checks 1.054. 
The position of boss "a" on half "b" checks 1.446. 
The position of boss "b" on half "b" checks 1.381. 
The position of boss "c" on half "b" checks 1.691. 
The position of boss "d" on half "b" checks 0.895. 
The nb port height checks from 98.502 / 98.598. 
The parallelism of the flange face on prt 12b checks 0.115. 
The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199 / +0.330. 
The profile of port 12b checks from -0.488 / +0.489. 
The profile of the nb port checks -0.150 / +0.218. 

 
 

Proposed Disposition:  

 

CUSTOMER DISPOSITION REQUIRED 
 

 Number of additional pages:    0 

Customer Disposition:       [   ] Use As Is          [  ] Rework          [  ] Repair          [  ] Scrap          [  ] Replace 
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Buyer Approval:  Title: Date: 

Major Tool Implemented By:   Title: Date: 
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Nonconformance Report: Major Tool NC20384 
 
This is for:  VVSA # 3 Profile SE120-002 
 
Problem: See 060828 65678-3 FINAL NUMBERS.MC9; 060828 65678-3 VESSEL FINAL SCAN.xls; 060828 
65678-3NB PORT.xls; 060828 65678-3PORT 12'S.xls at ftp://ftp.pppl.gov/pub/vio-vvsa/VVSA%203/  
 

1. The profile of the vessel checks -0.414 / +0.537. 
2. The position of boss "a" on half "a" checks 1.303. 
3. The position of boss "b" on half "a" checks 1.290. 
4. The position of boss "c" on half "a" checks 1.233. 
5. The position of boss "d" on half "a" checks 1.054. 
6. The position of boss "a" on half "b" checks 1.446. 
7. The position of boss "b" on half "b" checks 1.381. 
8. The position of boss "c" on half "b" checks 1.691. 
9. The position of boss "d" on half "b" checks 0.895. 
10. The nb port height checks from 98.502 / 98.598. 
11. The parallelism of the flange face on prt 12b checks 0.115. 
12. The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199 / +0.330. 
13. The profile of port 12b checks from -0.488 / +0.489. 
14. The profile of the nb port checks -0.150 / +0.218. 

 
 
 
 
Project Disposition: 
 
After review by Mike Cole and Art Brooks, the project has determined that the shell geometry poses no hard interferences 
and the plasma encroachment is acceptable.  The bosses had been reviewed and previously accepted.  However, due to 
some discussion about the method of calculation of the boss true positions reported by Major Tool above, a second 
review was made along with further discussion with Major Tool.  This review is summarized in the two attachments 
included with this NCR. “RE  NCR20384 boss numbers.msg” and “Final data for review of VVSA3  NC 20384.msg” 
Therefore, project disposition is: use as is. 
 
 
Approvals: 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________________________ 

Procurement Technical Representative 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________ 

Responsible Line Manager: 
 
 

ftp://ftp.pppl.gov/pub/vio-vvsa/VVSA%203/

Nonconformance Report: Major Tool NC20384

This is for:  VVSA # 3 Profile SE120-002

Problem: See 060828 65678-3 FINAL NUMBERS.MC9; 060828 65678-3 VESSEL FINAL SCAN.xls; 060828 65678-3NB PORT.xls; 060828 65678-3PORT 12'S.xls at ftp://ftp.pppl.gov/pub/vio-vvsa/VVSA%203/ 

Item by item analysis:

1. The profile of the vessel checks -0.414 / +0.537.  (*VVSA3 surface data review.msg)

2. The position of boss "a" on half "a" checks 1.303. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

3. The position of boss "b" on half "a" checks 1.290. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

4. The position of boss "c" on half "a" checks 1.233. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

5. The position of boss "d" on half "a" checks 1.054. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

6. The position of boss "a" on half "b" checks 1.446. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

7. The position of boss "b" on half "b" checks 1.381. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

8. The position of boss "c" on half "b" checks 1.691. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

9. The position of boss "d" on half "b" checks 0.895. (*NCR20384 boss numbers.msg)

10. The nb port height checks from 98.502 / 98.598. (*vvsa-3_nb-RevA.ppt)

11. The parallelism of the flange face on prt 12b checks 0.115. (*vvsa3 vertical port oot Rev A.ppt)

12. The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199 / +0.330. (*vvsa3 vertical port oot Rev A.ppt)

13. The profile of port 12b checks from -0.488 / +0.489. (*vvsa3 vertical port oot Rev A.ppt)

14. The profile of the nb port checks -0.150 / +0.218. (*vvsa-3_nb-RevA.ppt)

*NCSX project analysis and justification file attached































fmalinowski
File Attachment
MTM NC20384 Justification.doc


RE: NCR20384 boss numbers

		From

		Thomas G. Brown

		To

		'McCorkle, Doug'; Michael E. Viola

		Cc

		Cole, Michael J.; Paul Goranson (goransonpl@ornl.gov); Bradley E. Nelson; 'rdurham@majortool.com'

		Recipients

		dmccorkle@majortool.com; mviola@pppl.gov; colemj@ornl.gov; goransonpl@ornl.gov; nelsonbe@ornl.gov; rdurham@majortool.com






Doug and Mike,



I have attached a PPT file and accompanying spreadsheet that summarizes a review that Mike Cole and I have done covering the boss positional tolerance calculations.  Slide 2 shows the boss location evaluated (approximately 18" off the base of the boss) with local plan view details shown on slides 3 and 4.  The point deviation values are also shown in the table listed in slide 3 which are the values that Rob list.  We have shown in slide 4 an approximate location of a 2" diameter circle that represents the position of the measurement tool.  Since the measurement points 1 thru 4 are not in the same plane the circle and points do not line up.  I tried to locate a 2" diameter shaft in ProE given the geometry provided but failed. The 0.635" value (slide 4) defines the radial displacement of the true and actual part positions.  This would result in a positional tolerance diametrical equivalent value of 1.270" (2 x 0.635).  This compares to the 1.131 value calculated by Rob.  Since we are approximating the measurement shaft positional location a precise location can not be calculated.  We understand the intent of Rob's calculations but since points 1,3 and 2,4 are not in a plane with the pairs orthogonal to each other this calculation also is an approximation.   



Although the full projected boss surface is of interest the positional tolerance of the boss surface at the VV is the final determinate in accepting the boss.  Slide 5 shows a 0.512 boss positional tolerance for a location 3" projected from the boss base.  The positional tolerance value will get a little better at the VV. This calculation was based on the Verisurf data 060901 65678-3 BOSSES FINAL CHECK.xls received September 1.  The September 1 data (looking at the boss/vessel surface) was reviewed with Paul Goranson and although some were outside the planned .25" positional tolerance it was deemed acceptable given the fact that Paul had proposed a modification to the vessel support system, providing greater acceptable positional tolerances.  With the VV support modification supplied by Paul the positional tolerance of the boss at the VV surface can be increased to .75".  All appropriate boss surface profile tolerances are within this value. 



Mike Cole and I are reviewing the remaining items in N/C: 20384 and should complete this effort on Monday. 



- Tom 







  



-----Original Message-----

From: McCorkle, Doug [mailto:dmccorkle@majortool.com]

Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2006 1:32 PM

To: Thomas G. Brown

Subject: FW: NCR20384 boss numbers



Tom, does the description Rob D. sent to Mike V. yesterday resolve the issue for PPPL?

Best Regards,

Doug McCorkle





________________________________



From: Durham, Rob

Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 3:39 PM

To: Michael E. Viola; McCorkle, Doug

Cc: Manuel, Mike

Subject: RE: NCR20384 boss numbers





Mike,

after further review it appears that this data may be getting interpreted wrong. Lets walk thru how I am calculating this. Refer to attached document for the values for points 1-4 that represents 1 of the lifting bosses. Point #1 is -0.3968, Point #2 -0.3045, Point #3 +0.4186 and Point #4 +0.4991.   Point 1 & 3 shows the part is approx 0.4077 off location, Point 2 & 4 shows the part is approx 0.4018 off location. So if you take 0.4077 squared and add that to 0.4018 squared you get 0.32766253 take the sqrt of that number and you get 0.572418143 multiply that by 2 and you get 1.144836285. That is how I am calculating true position.





Thanx,







Rob Durham

Laser Tracker Quality Engineer

Major Tool & Machine, Inc.

Phone #: (317)636-6433

e-mail: rdurham@majortool.com







________________________________



From: Durham, Rob

Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 3:13 PM

To: 'Michael E. Viola'; McCorkle, Doug

Cc: Manuel, Mike; Bob Simmons; Brad Nelson; Frank A. Malinowski; Larry L. Sutton; Lawrence E. Dudek; Marianne Tyrrell; Paul Goranson; Phil Heitzenroeder; Wayne T. Reiersen

Subject: RE: NCR20384 boss numbers





Mike,



I am not for sure, but I think that you formula is incorrect for calculating true position. I would suggest using the formula I have in next column to the one on the sheet you supplied (in yellow). Maybe that is where our disconnect is?





Thanx,







Rob Durham

Laser Tracker Quality Engineer

Major Tool & Machine, Inc.

Phone #: (317)636-6433

e-mail: rdurham@majortool.com







________________________________



From: Michael E. Viola [mailto:mviola@pppl.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 2:26 PM

To: Durham, Rob; McCorkle, Doug

Cc: Manuel, Mike; Bob Simmons; Brad Nelson; Frank A. Malinowski; Larry L. Sutton; Lawrence E. Dudek; Marianne Tyrrell; Paul Goranson; Phil Heitzenroeder; Wayne T. Reiersen

Subject: NCR20384 boss numbers





Rob,

Thank you.  We couldn't correlate the NCR TP numbers with the 65678-3 BOSSES FINAL CHECK.xls deviation numbers.  Unfortunately, we still aren't getting the NCR TP numbers from our method of calculating the TP (see attached)



Doug,

Using this file we have calculated the TP from these numbers and came up with numbers different than the NCR.  We just don't see anything that equates to your NCR numbers:





1.      The position of boss "a" on half "a" checks 1.303.

2.      The position of boss "b" on half "a" checks 1.290.

3.      The position of boss "c" on half "a" checks 1.233.

4.      The position of boss "d" on half "a" checks 1.054.

5.      The position of boss "a" on half "b" checks 1.446.

6.      The position of boss "b" on half "b" checks 1.381.

7.      The position of boss "c" on half "b" checks 1.691.

8.      The position of boss "d" on half "b" checks 0.895.



 Either we have a misunderstanding of the file or the calculation or something unexplained.  The original acceptance was based on the August 7th "65678-3 RECHECK LIFTING BOSSES.xls" file.  which is the same as the 65678-3 BOSSES FINAL CHECK.xls  However, the NCR TP numbers are significantly larger than what we calculate from the boss deviation file.  We need to resolve this before we can disposition the NCR.



Thanks,



Mike Viola, PPPL, (609) 243 3655







________________________________



From: Durham, Rob [mailto:RDURHAM@MAJORTOOL.com]

Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2006 1:42 PM

To: Michael E. Viola

Cc: manuel-majortool-com-offsite; McCorkle, Doug

Subject:





Mike,

here is the file that I said I would send to you. Sorry for any confusion.





Thanx,







Rob Durham

Laser Tracker Quality Engineer

Major Tool & Machine, Inc.

Phone #: (317)636-6433

e-mail: rdurham@majortool.com











Review 65678-3 LIFTING BOSSES-pppl.ppt

Review 65678-3 LIFTING BOSSES-pppl.ppt




Review 65678-3 LIFTING BOSSES-pppl





T. Brown, M. Cole   9/8/06
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TOP VIEW


Sphere of radii .3968”


			Pt			Dx			Dy			Dev


			1			0.1188			-0.3786			-0.3968


			2			-0.2387			0.1890			-0.3045


			3			-0.0544			-0.4151			0.4186


			4			-0.4986			-0.0218			0.4991
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2” Ø


Approximate location of 2”  Ø shaft
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Positional tolerance diametrical equivalent value = 1.270   (2 x .635)











2” Ø


Approximate location of 2”  Ø shaft


0.256”


Boss misalignment at 3” projected distance from base (060901 65678-3 BOSSES FINAL CHECK data evaluated).


Positional tolerance diametrical equivalent value = .512   (2 x .256)
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65678-3 LIFTING BOSSES-pppl.xls

65678-3 LIFTING BOSSES-pppl.xls

Nominal Vector


			ID			X			Y			Z			I			J			K


			Point 1			83.3437			9.9304			39.7473			-0.2994			0.9541			0.0000


			Point 2			84.4359			8.3430			39.5290			0.7841			-0.6207			0.0000


			Point 3			83.5146			7.9692			39.0763			-0.1300			-0.9915			0.0000


			Point 4			82.6385			8.9247			39.6025			-0.9990			-0.0436			0.0000


			Point 5			82.7445			-13.0420			40.1137			-0.2008			0.9796			0.0000


			Point 6			81.9428			-13.9407			40.0120			-0.9961			0.0880			0.0000


			Point 7			82.6175			-14.9821			40.2246			-0.3268			-0.9451			0.0000


			Point 8			83.9083			-13.7265			39.8676			0.9538			0.3006			0.0000


			Point 9			51.5696			28.8352			40.2443			0.9696			-0.2448			0.0000


			Point 10			49.6402			28.7993			40.3911			-0.9598			-0.2807			0.0000


			Point 11			50.5828			30.0799			40.4246			-0.0172			0.9999			0.0000


			Point 12			50.6586			28.0817			40.1387			0.0586			-0.9983			0.0000


			Point 13			51.5972			-29.1544			48.2896			0.9972			-0.0744			0.0000


			Point 14			50.7155			-28.0867			47.9236			0.1155			0.9933			0.0000


			Point 15			49.6002			-29.1001			48.1950			-0.9998			-0.0201			0.0000


			Point 16			50.7217			-30.0726			48.3025			0.1217			-0.9926			0.0000


			Point 17			83.8560			13.5939			-39.9934			0.9018			-0.4321			0.0000


			Point 18			82.4274			14.8932			-39.9432			-0.5154			0.8570			0.0000


			Point 19			82.0024			13.6773			-39.5756			-0.9370			-0.3494			0.0000


			Point 20			82.7899			13.0337			-39.5026			-0.1557			-0.9878			0.0000


			Point 21			84.6347			-8.7747			-39.5426			0.9813			0.1925			0.0000


			Point 22			83.4857			-9.9639			-39.5842			0.1586			0.9873			0.0000


			Point 23			82.8323			-8.3731			-39.3302			-0.8068			0.5909			0.0000


			Point 24			83.8056			-7.9735			-39.2974			0.1588			0.9873			0.0000


			Point 25			51.5999			29.0656			-48.0880			0.9999			-0.0144			0.0000


			Point 26			50.9180			28.1319			-48.1501			0.3180			-0.9481			0.0000


			Point 27			49.6000			29.0898			-48.1293			-1.0000			0.0098			0.0000


			Point 28			50.7141			30.0735			-48.2709			0.1141			0.9935			0.0000


			Point 29			51.5314			-28.7161			-40.4970			0.9314			0.3639			0.0000


			Point 30			50.7987			-28.0999			-40.6109			0.1987			0.9801			0.0000


			Point 31			49.7105			-28.6230			-40.7626			-0.8895			0.4570			0.0000


			Point 32			50.9976			-29.9976			-40.7405			0.3976			-0.9176			0.0000





&L&"Arial,Bold Italic"&12Verisurf Inspection Report&CSurface Nominal Vector &R&"Arial,Italic"Verisurf Software, Inc
www.verisurf.com


&L&Z&F&R&P of &N





Actual Tolerance


			ID			X			Y			Z			Pos Tol			Nag Tol			DEVIATION			OOT


			Point 1			83.4626			9.5518			39.7473			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.3968			-0.2718


			Point 2			84.1972			8.5320			39.5290			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.3045			-0.1795


			Point 3			83.4602			7.5541			39.0763			0.1250			-0.1250			0.4186			0.2936


			Point 4			82.1399			8.9029			39.6025			0.1250			-0.1250			0.4991			0.3741


			Point 5			82.6297			-12.4819			40.1137			0.1250			-0.1250			0.5717			0.4467


			Point 6			81.5450			-13.9056			40.0120			0.1250			-0.1250			0.3994			0.2744


			Point 7			82.7783			-14.5170			40.2246			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.4921			-0.3671


			Point 8			83.5357			-13.8439			39.8676			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.3907			-0.2657


			Point 9			51.7684			28.7850			40.2443			0.1250			-0.1250			0.2051			0.0801


			Point 10			49.7802			28.8403			40.3911			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.1459			-0.0209


			Point 11			50.5930			29.4882			40.4246			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.5918			-0.4668


			Point 12			50.6909			27.5309			40.1387			0.1250			-0.1250			0.5518			0.4268


			Point 13			51.9871			-29.1835			48.2896			0.1250			-0.1250			0.3909			0.2659


			Point 14			50.7295			-27.9667			47.9236			0.1250			-0.1250			0.1208


			Point 15			50.0266			-29.0915			48.1950			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.4265			-0.3015


			Point 16			50.7045			-29.9319			48.3025			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.1417			-0.0167


			Point 17			83.3899			13.8172			-39.9934			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.5168			-0.3918


			Point 18			82.6332			14.5511			-39.9432			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.3992			-0.2742


			Point 19			81.5101			13.4937			-39.5756			0.1250			-0.1250			0.5255			0.4005


			Point 20			82.7357			12.6894			-39.5026			0.1250			-0.1250			0.3485			0.2235


			Point 21			84.6112			-8.7793			-39.5426			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.0239


			Point 22			83.3993			-10.5016			-39.5842			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.5446			-0.4196


			Point 23			82.6669			-8.2519			-39.3302			0.1250			-0.1250			0.2051			0.0801


			Point 24			83.9178			-7.2763			-39.2974			0.1250			-0.1250			0.7061			0.5811


			Point 25			52.0857			29.0585			-48.0880			0.1250			-0.1250			0.4858			0.3608


			Point 26			50.9745			27.9636			-48.1501			0.1250			-0.1250			0.1776			0.0526


			Point 27			50.1055			29.0848			-48.1293			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.5055			-0.3805


			Point 28			50.7015			29.9643			-48.2709			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.1099


			Point 29			52.0892			-28.4982			-40.4970			0.1250			-0.1250			0.5988			0.4738


			Point 30			50.9395			-27.4057			-40.6109			0.1250			-0.1250			0.7084			0.5834


			Point 31			50.0570			-28.8011			-40.7626			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.3896			-0.2646


			Point 32			50.7129			-29.3405			-40.7405			0.1250			-0.1250			-0.7161			-0.5911





&L&"Arial,Bold Italic"&12Verisurf Inspection Report&CActual Tolerance&R&"Arial,Italic"Verisurf Software, Inc
www.verisurf.com
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Actual


						JOB NUMBER			65678-3									DATE:			9/6/06


						PART NUMBER			LIFTING BOSSES																					Verisurf Summary Report


						PART NAME												STAMP:


						INSPECTOR			ROB DURHAM


															Total Points:						32


						Probe Radius:			0.750						Number of OOT:						29


						Upper Tol:			0.125						Average Deviation:						0.02555


						Lower Tol:			-0.125						Maximum Deviation:						0.70840


															Minimum Deviation:						-0.71613


						Report Output:			Actual Points						Deviation Range:						1.42453


																																	Neg			Nom			Pos			Total			Pct


						POINTS ON LIFTING BOSSES AFTER COMPLETE WELD																								In Tolerance:			2			0			1			3			9.38


																														Out of Tolerance:			14						15			29			90.63


																														Failed Points:


																														Total Points:			16			0			16			32			100.00


																																	DX			DY			DZ			3D


																														Maximum Deviation:			0.5578			0.6972			0.0000			0.7084


																														Minimum Deviation:			-0.4986			-0.5917			-0.0000			-0.7161


																														Deviation Range:			1.0564			1.2889			0.0000			1.4245


																														Average Deviation:			0.0195			0.0042			0.0000			0.0256


																														RMS Deviation:			0.2869			0.3415			0.0000			0.4460


																														Standard Deviation:			0.2908			0.3469			0.0000			0.4524


						ID			X			Y			Z			DEVIATION			OOT


						Point 1			83.4626			9.5518			39.7473			-0.3968			-0.2718									0.7936


						Point 2			84.1972			8.5320			39.5290			-0.3045			-0.1795									0.609


						Point 3			83.4602			7.5541			39.0763			0.4186			0.2936									0.8372


						Point 4			82.1399			8.9029			39.6025			0.4991			0.3741									0.9982


						Point 5			82.6297			-12.4819			40.1137			0.5717			0.4467									1.1434


						Point 6			81.5450			-13.9056			40.0120			0.3994			0.2744									0.7988


						Point 7			82.7783			-14.5170			40.2246			-0.4921			-0.3671									0.9842


						Point 8			83.5357			-13.8439			39.8676			-0.3907			-0.2657									0.7814


						Point 9			51.7684			28.7850			40.2443			0.2051			0.0801									0.4102


						Point 10			49.7802			28.8403			40.3911			-0.1459			-0.0209									0.2918


						Point 11			50.5930			29.4882			40.4246			-0.5918			-0.4668									1.1836


						Point 12			50.6909			27.5309			40.1387			0.5518			0.4268									1.1036


						Point 13			51.9871			-29.1835			48.2896			0.3909			0.2659									0.7818


						Point 14			50.7295			-27.9667			47.9236			0.1208												0.2416


						Point 15			50.0266			-29.0915			48.1950			-0.4265			-0.3015									0.853


						Point 16			50.7045			-29.9319			48.3025			-0.1417			-0.0167									0.2834


						Point 17			83.3899			13.8172			-39.9934			-0.5168			-0.3918									1.0336


						Point 18			82.6332			14.5511			-39.9432			-0.3992			-0.2742									0.7984


						Point 19			81.5101			13.4937			-39.5756			0.5255			0.4005									1.051


						Point 20			82.7357			12.6894			-39.5026			0.3485			0.2235									0.697


						Point 21			84.6112			-8.7793			-39.5426			-0.0239												0.0478


						Point 22			83.3993			-10.5016			-39.5842			-0.5446			-0.4196									1.0892


						Point 23			82.6669			-8.2519			-39.3302			0.2051			0.0801									0.4102


						Point 24			83.9178			-7.2763			-39.2974			0.7061			0.5811									1.4122


						Point 25			52.0857			29.0585			-48.0880			0.4858			0.3608									0.9716


						Point 26			50.9745			27.9636			-48.1501			0.1776			0.0526									0.3552


						Point 27			50.1055			29.0848			-48.1293			-0.5055			-0.3805									1.011


						Point 28			50.7015			29.9643			-48.2709			-0.1099												0.2198


						Point 29			52.0892			-28.4982			-40.4970			0.5988			0.4738									1.1976


						Point 30			50.9395			-27.4057			-40.6109			0.7084			0.5834									1.4168


						Point 31			50.0570			-28.8011			-40.7626			-0.3896			-0.2646									0.7792


						Point 32			50.7129			-29.3405			-40.7405			-0.7161			-0.5911									1.4322
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						JOB NUMBER			65678-3									DATE:			9/6/06


						PART NUMBER			LIFTING BOSSES


						PART NAME												STAMP:


						INSPECTOR			ROB DURHAM


																		Sample Points:			32


						Probe Radius:			0.750						Average Deviation:						0.02555


						Upper Tol:			0.125									Maximum Deviation:			0.70840


						Lower Tol:			-0.125									Minimum Deviation:			-0.71613


						Report Output:			Deviations									Deviation Range:			1.42453


						POINTS ON LIFTING BOSSES AFTER COMPLETE WELD


															Std Dev:			0.45238


						ID			X			Y			Z			DEVIATION			OOT																											X			Y			Z						X-DX			Y-DY			Z-DZ


																														2*abs(Dev)						2sqrt(x^2+y^2)						my formula																														Pt			Dx			Dy			Dev


						Point 1			0.1188			-0.3786			-0.0000			-0.3968			-0.2718									0.794						0.794						1.1313708499						83.4626			9.5518			39.7473						83.3437			9.9304			39.7473						1			0.1188			-0.3786			-0.3968


						Point 2			-0.2387			0.1890			0.0000			-0.3045			-0.1795									0.609						0.609												84.1972			8.5320			39.5290						84.4359			8.3430			39.5290						2			-0.2387			0.1890			-0.3045


						Point 3			-0.0544			-0.4151			-0.0000			0.4186			0.2936									0.837						0.837												83.4602			7.5541			39.0763						83.5146			7.9692			39.0763						3			-0.0544			-0.4151			0.4186


						Point 4			-0.4986			-0.0218			0.0000			0.4991			0.3741									0.998						0.998												82.1399			8.9029			39.6025						82.6385			8.9247			39.6025						4			-0.4986			-0.0218			0.4991


						Point 5			-0.1148			0.5601			0.0000			0.5717			0.4467									1.143						1.143


						Point 6			-0.3979			0.0351			0.0000			0.3994			0.2744									0.799						0.799


						Point 7			0.1608			0.4650			-0.0000			-0.4921			-0.3671									0.984						0.984


						Point 8			-0.3726			-0.1174			0.0000			-0.3907			-0.2657									0.781						0.781


						Point 9			0.1988			-0.0502			-0.0000			0.2051			0.0801									0.410						0.410


						Point 10			0.1400			0.0410			0.0000			-0.1459			-0.0209									0.292						0.292


						Point 11			0.0102			-0.5917			-0.0000			-0.5918			-0.4668									1.184						1.184


						Point 12			0.0323			-0.5508			0.0000			0.5518			0.4268									1.104						1.104


						Point 13			0.3898			-0.0291			0.0000			0.3909			0.2659									0.782						0.782


						Point 14			0.0140			0.1200			-0.0000			0.1208												0.242						0.242


						Point 15			0.4264			0.0086			0.0000			-0.4265			-0.3015									0.853						0.853


						Point 16			-0.0172			0.1406			-0.0000			-0.1417			-0.0167									0.283						0.283


						Point 17			-0.4660			0.2233			-0.0000			-0.5168			-0.3918									1.034						1.034


						Point 18			0.2057			-0.3421			-0.0000			-0.3992			-0.2742									0.798						0.798


						Point 19			-0.4923			-0.1836			0.0000			0.5255			0.4005									1.051						1.051


						Point 20			-0.0543			-0.3443			0.0000			0.3485			0.2235									0.697						0.697


						Point 21			-0.0235			-0.0046			-0.0000			-0.0239												0.048						0.048


						Point 22			-0.0864			-0.5377			-0.0000			-0.5446			-0.4196									1.089						1.089


						Point 23			-0.1655			0.1212			-0.0000			0.2051			0.0801									0.410						0.410


						Point 24			0.1121			0.6972			0.0000			0.7061			0.5811									1.412						1.412


						Point 25			0.4858			-0.0070			-0.0000			0.4858			0.3608									0.972						0.972


						Point 26			0.0565			-0.1684			-0.0000			0.1776			0.0526									0.355						0.355


						Point 27			0.5055			-0.0050			-0.0000			-0.5055			-0.3805									1.011						1.011


						Point 28			-0.0125			-0.1092			0.0000			-0.1099												0.220						0.220


						Point 29			0.5578			0.2179			-0.0000			0.5988			0.4738									1.198						1.198


						Point 30			0.1408			0.6942			-0.0000			0.7084			0.5834									1.417						1.417


						Point 31			0.3465			-0.1780			-0.0000			-0.3896			-0.2646									0.779						0.779


						Point 32			-0.2847			0.6571			0.0000			-0.7161			-0.5911									1.432						1.432
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Bell Curve


			


						JOB NUMBER			65678-3									DATE:			9/6/06


						PART NUMBER			LIFTING BOSSES


						PART NAME												STAMP:


						INSPECTOR			ROB DURHAM


																		Sample Points:			32


						Probe Radius:			0.750						Average Deviation:						0.02555


						Upper Tol:			0.125									Maximum Deviation:			0.70840


						Lower Tol:			-0.125									Minimum Deviation:			-0.71613


						Report Output:			Nominal Points						Deviation Range:			Deviation Range:			1.42453


						POINTS ON LIFTING BOSSES AFTER COMPLETE WELD


															Std Dev:			0.45238


						ID			X			Y			Z			DEVIATION			OOT


						Point 1			83.3437			9.9304			39.7473			-0.3968			-0.2718


						Point 2			84.4359			8.3430			39.5290			-0.3045			-0.1795


						Point 3			83.5146			7.9692			39.0763			0.4186			0.2936


						Point 4			82.6385			8.9247			39.6025			0.4991			0.3741


						Point 5			82.7445			-13.0420			40.1137			0.5717			0.4467


						Point 6			81.9428			-13.9407			40.0120			0.3994			0.2744


						Point 7			82.6175			-14.9821			40.2246			-0.4921			-0.3671


						Point 8			83.9083			-13.7265			39.8676			-0.3907			-0.2657


						Point 9			51.5696			28.8352			40.2443			0.2051			0.0801


						Point 10			49.6402			28.7993			40.3911			-0.1459			-0.0209


						Point 11			50.5828			30.0799			40.4246			-0.5918			-0.4668


						Point 12			50.6586			28.0817			40.1387			0.5518			0.4268


						Point 13			51.5972			-29.1544			48.2896			0.3909			0.2659


						Point 14			50.7155			-28.0867			47.9236			0.1208


						Point 15			49.6002			-29.1001			48.1950			-0.4265			-0.3015


						Point 16			50.7217			-30.0726			48.3025			-0.1417			-0.0167


						Point 17			83.8560			13.5939			-39.9934			-0.5168			-0.3918


						Point 18			82.4274			14.8932			-39.9432			-0.3992			-0.2742


						Point 19			82.0024			13.6773			-39.5756			0.5255			0.4005


						Point 20			82.7899			13.0337			-39.5026			0.3485			0.2235


						Point 21			84.6347			-8.7747			-39.5426			-0.0239


						Point 22			83.4857			-9.9639			-39.5842			-0.5446			-0.4196


						Point 23			82.8323			-8.3731			-39.3302			0.2051			0.0801


						Point 24			83.8056			-7.9735			-39.2974			0.7061			0.5811


						Point 25			51.5999			29.0656			-48.0880			0.4858			0.3608


						Point 26			50.9180			28.1319			-48.1501			0.1776			0.0526


						Point 27			49.6000			29.0898			-48.1293			-0.5055			-0.3805


						Point 28			50.7141			30.0735			-48.2709			-0.1099


						Point 29			51.5314			-28.7161			-40.4970			0.5988			0.4738


						Point 30			50.7987			-28.0999			-40.6109			0.7084			0.5834


						Point 31			49.7105			-28.6230			-40.7626			-0.3896			-0.2646


						Point 32			50.9976			-29.9976			-40.7405			-0.7161			-0.5911
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			1			2.5026732414


			0			2.5532305946


			4			2.5026732414


			0			2.3569288979


			1			2.1326374585


			3			1.8540259377


			4			1.5486126369


			2			1.2427907519


			2			0.9582557801


			0			0.7098933419


			0			0.5052810131


			2s			0.3455421857


			0			0.2270373942


			0			0.1433249939


			0			0.0869310031


			0			0.0506588901


			3s			0.0283638298





&C&"Arial,Bold"&16Verisurf Deviation Bell Curve


Sigma


Number of Points


0


0


0


0


0





Gauss


			-1.3316028378			-1.3316028378			0.125			-0.125


			-1.241125982			-1.241125982


			-1.1506491261			-1.1506491261


			-1.0601722702			-1.0601722702


			-0.9696954144			-0.9696954144


			-0.8792185585			-0.8792185585


			-0.7887417027			-0.7887417027


			-0.6982648468			-0.6982648468


			-0.607787991			-0.607787991


			-0.5173111351			-0.5173111351


			-0.4268342793			-0.4268342793


			-0.3363574234			-0.3363574234


			-0.2458805676			-0.2458805676


			-0.1554037117			-0.1554037117


			-0.0649268559			-0.0649268559


			0.02555			0.02555


			0.1160268559			0.1160268559


			0.2065037117			0.2065037117


			0.2969805676			0.2969805676


			0.3874574234			0.3874574234


			0.4779342793			0.4779342793


			0.5684111351			0.5684111351


			0.658887991			0.658887991


			0.7493648468			0.7493648468


			0.8398417027			0.8398417027


			0.9303185585			0.9303185585


			1.0207954144			1.0207954144


			1.1112722702			1.1112722702


			1.2017491261			1.2017491261


			1.292225982			1.292225982


			1.3827028378			1.3827028378





&C&"Arial,Bold"&16Verisurf Toleranced Bell Curve


Bell Curve


Data


High Tol


Low Tol


Tolerance


Number of Points


0.0283638298


0


4


4


0.0506588901


0


0.0869310031


0


0.1433249939


0


0.2270373942


0


0.3455421857


0


0.5052810131


1


0.7098933419


0


0.9582557801


2


1.2427907519


3


1.5486126369


5


1.8540259377


1


2.1326374585


0


2.3569288979


3


2.5026732414


1


2.5532305946


0


2.5026732414


4


2.3569288979


0


2.1326374585


1


1.8540259377


3


1.5486126369


4


1.2427907519


2


0.9582557801


2


0.7098933419


0


0.5052810131


0


0.3455421857


0


0.2270373942


0


0.1433249939


0


0.0869310031


0


0.0506588901


0


0.0283638298


0





			








															Verisurf Software, Inc


															1571 N. Harmony Circle


															Anaheim CA 92807


															714-970-1683


															www.verisurf.com


									Inspection Report


						JOB NUMBER			65678-3						DATE:			9/6/06


						PART NUMBER			LIFTING BOSSES


						PART NAME


						INSPECTOR			ROB DURHAM


						POINTS ON LIFTING BOSSES AFTER COMPLETE WELD


									32.000


									Neg			Nom			Pos			Total			Pct


						In Tolerance:			2			0			1			3			9.38


						Out of Tolerance:			14						15			29			90.63


						Failed Points:


						Total Points:			16			0			16			32			100.00


									DX			DY			DZ			3D


						Maximum Deviation:			0.5578			0.6972			0.0000			0.7084


						Minimum Deviation:			-0.4986			-0.5917			-0.0000			-0.7161


						Deviation Range:			1.0564			1.2889			0.0000			1.4245


						Average Deviation:			0.0195			0.0042			0.0000			0.0256


						RMS Deviation:			0.2869			0.3415			0.0000			0.4460


						Standard Deviation:			0.2908			0.3469			0.0000			0.4524





&L&F&R&P of &N


www.verisurf.com





						0.125			4									total points			32


						-0.125			4


			-3s			-1.3316028378			0.0283638298			0						mean			15						0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-1.241125982			0.0506588901			0						stdev			5						0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-1.1506491261			0.0869310031			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-1.0601722702			0.1433249939			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.9696954144			0.2270373942			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


			-2s			-0.8792185585			0.3455421857			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.7887417027			0.5052810131			1															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.6982648468			0.7098933419			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.607787991			0.9582557801			2															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.5173111351			1.2427907519			3															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.4268342793			1.5486126369			5															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.3363574234			1.8540259377			1															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.2458805676			2.1326374585			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.1554037117			2.3569288979			3															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						-0.0649268559			2.5026732414			1															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


			0			0.02555			2.5532305946			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.1160268559			2.5026732414			4															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.2065037117			2.3569288979			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.2969805676			2.1326374585			1															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.3874574234			1.8540259377			3															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.4779342793			1.5486126369			4															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.5684111351			1.2427907519			2															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.658887991			0.9582557801			2															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.7493648468			0.7098933419			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						0.8398417027			0.5052810131			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


			2s			0.9303185585			0.3455421857			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						1.0207954144			0.2270373942			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						1.1112722702			0.1433249939			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						1.2017491261			0.0869310031			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


						1.292225982			0.0506588901			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


			3s			1.3827028378			0.0283638298			0															0.0904768559															0.125			-0.125			0.02555


																																										0.125			-0.125			0.02555
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FW: VVSA3 surface data review

		From

		Michael E. Viola

		To

		Michael E. Viola; Arthur W. Brooks; Bob Simmons; Brad Nelson; Frank A. Malinowski; Hutch Neilson; John W. Edwards; Larry L. Sutton; Lawrence E. Dudek; Marianne Tyrrell; Mike Cole; Paul Goranson; Phil Heitzenroeder; Robert A Keilbach; Ronald L. Strykowsky; Steve Raftopoulos; Thomas G. Brown; Wayne T. Reiersen

		Recipients

		mviola@pppl.gov; abrooks@pppl.gov; bsimmons@pppl.gov; nelsonbe@ornl.gov; fmalinow@pppl.gov; hneilson@pppl.gov; jedwards@pppl.gov; lsutton@pppl.gov; ldudek@pppl.gov; mtyrrell@pppl.gov; mjc@ornl.gov; g89@ornl.gov; pheitzen@pppl.gov; robert.keilbach@wgint.com; rstrykowsky@pppl.gov; sraftopo@pppl.gov; tbrown@pppl.gov; reiersen@pppl.gov






Larry Dudek and I reviewed Tom's analysis (attached) at his workstation where we could manipulate the model at various coil assembly steps.  After carefully examining the close points of approach, we believe that the close points are acceptable. 



1) The distances provided in the attached analysis represent the clearance between the VVSA shell and the inner-most feature of the modular coils.  The shell has an additional buildup of ~3/4" for the cooling tubes which still leaves about 5/8" clearance at the minimum.



The point 3 (slide 4 attached) in the sequence is very close to the final position.  There is a dramatic shift in the current coil assembly program sequence between point 3 and 4 due to a sudden rotation programmed in to allow clearance for the 2 modular coil wings.  Therefore, we can "screw" the coils onto the worse end first without the sudden rotation and then, while "screwing" the opposing 3 coil set, perform this sudden rotation (jog) on the better side which has a bit more clearance. Also, this point is only about 14" from the end of the vacuum vessel and can be watched as the coils are manipulated.



The point 60 clearance issue (slide 3 attached) is very near the end and can easily be observed during manipulation.  Also there is a large amount of additional space on the opposite side which could accommodate a brief shift during this portion of the program sequence. 



I noticed during our review of this analysis that the VVSA end seal plates was not included in the analysis and might need modification to provide clearance for the coil assembly.



In conclusion, the VVSA #3 shell profile is acceptable.



Thanks,



Mike Viola, PPPL, (609) 243 3655



-----Original Message-----

From: Michael E. Viola

Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2006 8:33 AM

To: Thomas G. Brown

Cc: Frank A. Malinowski; Wayne T. Reiersen; Arthur W. Brooks; Lawrence E. Dudek; 'Cole, Michael J.'; 'Paul Goranson (goransonpl@ornl.gov)'; Bradley E. Nelson

Subject: RE: VVSA3 surface data review



Tom,

I see that you were here late last night.  Thanks for working on this.

I'd like to see this on your computer as soon as you get in.

Please page me %243 Maybe Larry D. and Wayne can join us.



When your 2 close approach locations occur, what is the second closest point and where?

Do I have any wiggle room?



It appears that the 1.53 closest point on slide 3 is near the end of the vessel. Correct? 

This gives me a better feeling since I can easily see what is going on. 

But again I would like to know how much play (wiggle room) I have.



I can't tell on slide 4 where the interference is but if its point 3 in time and you are removing coils in your analysis, then am I correct to say that this is during my last phase of assembling the coils when it is a simple lateral translation of about 1/2"?  If so then I would want to know if the holes that mate the 2 three coil sets are accurately placed and within tolerance?  What occurs during the assembly process that could challenge this clearance?



On slide 5 you show that the original closest point of approach is 1.48" and in a region where the vessel is actually in tolerance.  So therefore while you say "The minimum clearance that we were trying to hold was 2.0", I deduce that this was compromised and accepted earlier. Correct? 

Again this appears to be near the end, which is easily visible. Correct?



Thanks,



Mike Viola, PPPL, (609) 243 3655



-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas G. Brown

Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 9:39 PM

To: Michael E. Viola

Cc: Frank A. Malinowski; Wayne T. Reiersen; Arthur W. Brooks; Lawrence E. Dudek; Cole, Michael J.; Paul Goranson (goransonpl@ornl.gov); Bradley E. Nelson

Subject: FW: VVSA3 surface data review



I have a do-over here.  I inadvertently sent out the earlier email, without the PPT attachment.  Plus, as I looked back at the PPT data I noticed that the minimum clearance distance was at a lower value than was found on VVSA1 and VVSA2 at Step 3 (see slide 3). 



The minimum clearance for VVSA3 is between the Type-B MC and OOT shell, occurring at Step 3.  The minimum value has been reduced from 1.48" (Type-C to vessel) to 1.35" (now Type-B to vessel).  A second reduced clearance area occurs at Step 60; the simulation that I run in ProE disassembles the MC over the VV.  The minimum clearance that we were trying to hold was 2.0".    When Mike Viola was manipulating the concrete block demonstration he was trying to keep the lasers within .75" diameter circles on the simulated MC assembly path and he did a pretty good job of it.  We will be replacing the three chain falls with controlled mechanical screws which should improve his accuracy.  Maybe he can keep within a 1/2" diameter circles along the assembly path? A second improvement is that insulation will not be present during assembly which in principle increases the clearance space by .25".  However if some stud length or vessel component builds are increased this may be lost. Finally the calculation that I look at assumes MC clamps are everywhere.  I will need to look locally to see if there are no clamps at the specific minimum areas. 



With better mechanical controls and space saving with no insulation Mike will be able to put it together without any hard hits? 



Tom









-----Original Message-----

From: Thomas G. Brown

Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 3:06 PM

To: Michael E. Viola; Frank A. Malinowski

Cc: Cole, Michael J.; Paul Goranson (goransonpl@ornl.gov); Bradley E. Nelson; Arthur W. Brooks; Wayne T. Reiersen

Subject: VVSA3 surface data review



Mike,



The attached PPT file provides a summary of my review of the VVSA3 surface data.  The long and short of it is that the vessel OOT area in the region of one of the port flanges reduces locally our assembly clearances.  I expect we can live with it but it’s your call since you’re the one that will be manipulating the crane.  We have always had one local tight spot, now we have two.



Tom









Tom Brown

Princeton Plasma Physics Lab

PO Box 451

Princeton, NJ 08543-0451



Phone: (609) 243-2156       fax: (609) 243-3030











VVSA3 65678-3 surf review.ppt

VVSA3 65678-3 surf review.ppt




VVSA3 Vessel Surface Review


         	ProE Model:   stb_vvsa3-final_scan_left_mech.asm


                 MTM data:   060901 65678-3 VESSEL FINAL SCAN.xls


	


9/12/06











OOT points shown are in the rage of +0.163” to +0.350”











Type B distance to shell off-normal points is 1.53” at the 60% step


1.528”











Type B distance to shell OOT points is 1.348” at step 3.


1.348”











The minimum distance once occurred between Type-C and the shell at the beginning of a MC disassembly (step 3) in a region where the VV surface is within profile tolerances.  Now the surface minimum is with Type-B.


1.48”














VVSA3 External point review summary.


The OOT points on the exterior surface near the end flange (shown on slide 2) adds a second reduced assembly clearances for the MC.  The Type-B MC clearance is reduced from the 2.0” minimum value to 1.53” at the 60% assembly step. Also the step 3 assembly clearance that occurred between the Type-C MC and VV surface has been reduced to 1.35” (from 1.48”) and now exists between the VV and Type-B MC.
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Mike Cole/Tom Brown

Sep 08, 2006

Reference data files:

SE120-002 rev 1a

MTM data file: 060828 65678-3 PORT 12'S.xls













NC 20384

Problem: The parallelism of the flange face on prt 12b checks 0.115.

Requirement:

Out of Tolerance condition = 0.115

Exceeds tolerance limit (0.115-0.100) = .015

Recommend that the component be accepted as is with no additional action.







NC 20384

Problem: The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199/+0.330.

Port 12a

Requirement:

Deviation from nominal = -0.199/+0.330 

Tolerance = +/- .1875

Points between -.199 to -.1875 are out of tolerance

Three points are out of tolerance. These points are shown on slide 4.







NC 20384 (cont)

Problem: The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199/+0.330.

These points are not located in an area that will adversely impact the vacuum vessel, FPA, or machine assy. 

Recommended action is to accept as is. 

Neg out of tolerance points









NC 20384 (con’t)

Problem: The profile of port 12a checks from -0.199/+0.330.

Positive out of tolerance points

Maximum positive deviation = +0.330

Out of tolerance = .330-.1875 = 0.1425

Approximately 305 points are outside the tolerance zone. The out of tolerance condition tends to increase as you go from the shell surface to the flange.

Recommended action:

The interface between the MC and the vertical port is nominally 2.0 inches. The out of tolerance condition will reduce the clearance but an adequate clearance remains.

Recommend that we accept as is with no modifications.













NC 20384

Problem: The profile of port 12b checks from -0.488/+0.489.

Port 12b

Requirement:

Tolerance = +/- .1875

There are 418 positive points out of tolerance and 301 negative points out of tolerance.













NC 20384 (con’t)

Problem: The profile of port 12b checks from -0.488/+0.489.

The deviations from nominal show the vessel port is tilted toward the inside of the machine. The maximum deviation occurs in the area around the flange. The area near the MC and vacuum vessel that has a nominal 2.0 inch clearance does not see the larger deviation shown at the top of the port near the flange.

Recommended action is to accept the deviations on port 12b as shown with no additional work required.

Port 12b

Neg oot .300 to .399

Pos oot -.400 to .489 inch

Neg oot -.400 to .489 inch









Pos oot -.300 to .399 inch
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Mike Cole

Aug 31, 2006

Reference data files:

SE120-003 rev 1a

MTM data file: 060828 65678-3 NB PORT.xls











Measured points on the outside surface of the NB.

Nominal size and position of the VVSA #3 (SE120-002)















View looking into the NB

Points indicate measurement on the surface of the NB 







This view represents the outside surface and the measurement points of the top portion of the NB

Outside surface







This view represents the outside surface and the measurement points of the bottom portion of the NB

Outside surface







Maximum positive out of tolerance condition (.093)

Maximum negative out of tolerance condition   (-.0244)

NOMINAL OUTSIDE SURFACE







NC20384 Problem

The profile of the nb port checks -0.150/+0.218 

Requirement

Deviation from nominal = -0.150/+0.218 

Tolerance +/-.1875

Out of tolerance = .218-.1875= 0.031

Out of tolerance condition of 0.031 is acceptable. Recommend no additional action.







NC20384 Problem

The nb port height checks from 98.502 / 98.598 

From dwg se120-003-r1-a

Basic dimension =

98.641

Tolerance =

Out of tolerance on Min value of

98.591-98.502 = 0.089 inches

Out of tolerance condition is acceptable recommend to use as is.

Max/Min values =

98.691/98.591

Tolerance







SUMMARY

		The profile tolerance for the outside surface of the NB is .375 (see dwg se120-003 sht-2 zone G2).

		Major Tool appears to be using .125 as the basis for determining the out of tolerance condition.

		Based on our specified tolerance only a few of the locations would be out of tolerance.

		The location size and shape of the NB outside surface is acceptable. 
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